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What is matchmaking?
In this context, the term “matchmaking” describes an active and targeted eﬀort
to bring together digital creation projects with investors, producers, publishers and
others. The hypothesis is that these meetings create matching pairs of creatives
and supporters, thereby unlocking the potential of both. Matchmaking formats help
creative people seeking to take their product or studio to the next level by meeting
and creating synergies with national and international industry players.

Engagement Migros – “Match-Making-Modul” at
Ludicious Zurich Game Festival 2018. – ©Viktor Vogt

Key to every matchmaking is to determine the needs of young designers and developers in advance and to arrange meetings exclusively with industry partners who
share common values and needs. This personalized and curated matchmaking
format saves time for both parties and creates harmonious and concrete synergies.
The success of matchmaking also comes from the individual coaching organized shortly before the event, where personalized strategies are identified for each
planned meeting.
Matchmaking formats are already widespread in domains such as the film or music
industry but not yet in the digital creation market.
Matchmaking must not be confused with a digital matchmaking-platform or app
that facilitates navigation in events databases to set up meetings – those apps can
be used in stage 3.
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Who needs this
Cookbook?
By following the steps described in this Cookbook, you can avoid beginners’ mistakes
and ensure high-quality matchmaking. If you are tasked with bringing together
digital entrepreneurs and investors, this Cookbook will guide you through the key
elements. However, every match is diﬀerent, and so your approach will have to adapt
to the specific circumstances.

Who made this
Cookbook?
This Cookbook is provided by Engagement Migros, a development fund of the Migros
Group, in collaboration with Pro Helvetia, the Swiss Arts Council. During Pro Helvetia’s
programmes for interactive media (GameCulture, Mobile), creatives have articulated their need for international business partners within the industry. Engagement
Migros enabled a pioneering “Match-Making Module” from 2016–18, which was carried
out by crstl GmbH. After the termination of this 2-year program, Engagement Migros
decided to open source the programme and make the accumulated know-how
publicly available. Engagement Migros is a strategic partner to Pro Helvetia’s initiative
“Culture and Business”, testing new support tools to help creative talents make
their mark in the field. As a result to this collaboration, Pro Helvetia hosts this Cookbook
on its website and continues to develop matchmaking opportunities in the field of
interactive media, extending this valuable experiences to design.

Why Open
Source?
We believe that sharing insights is key to innovation. And sharing know-how about
how to bring together digital creatives and start-ups with investors, clients and
supporters will help the whole creative community. To achieve this, we published this
Cookbook under a creative commons license.1 The “Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0
International” license (or CC BY-SA 4.0) means you are free to share and adapt the
content of this Cookbook if you give credit to the author and share it under the
same license. We are convinced that by open sourcing this Cookbook, matchmaking
will be successfully applied and further developed by building on our learnings.

1 Get more Information about Creative Commons
Licenses: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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But first...
Before you begin organizing matchmakings, make sure
you have all the ingredients and tools necessary, as well as
a team:
Basic ingredients

• Event: Where will your matchmaking
take place? Are you in touch with the
organizers? Will there be adequate space
for meetings?
• Network: A good network of customers,
investors and clients is key to successful matchmaking. Attendance lists of past
events help to understand the audience
of an event.
• Knowledge: Good knowledge of the industry’s challenges, players and market
forces helps to approach all stakeholders
and provide support.

Team

• A good team is crucial for a successful
matchmaking. Be sure to have at least
one person per five projects you want to
match!

Tools used

• emails
• event database
• linkedin
• google doc
• google calendar
• skype
• phone

Watch out!

• The more preparatory coaching the
start-ups and creatives need, the larger
your team will need to be!

Stage 1: Scouting
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Timing:

At least 8 weeks before the
event

At this stage your focus is the selection of the start-ups
and creatives that will participate. In order to select the best
matches, be sure the creatives fulfil some central criteria:

• A duality of a clear creative vision and a
business vision with precise objectives is
paramount.
• Look for diversity in your selection of
projects.
• Make sure the participants understand
the objective and potential of the matchmaking and manage their expectations.

Engagement Migros – “Match-Making-Modul” at
Beyond Cinema, Swiss Digital Showcase, Festival de
Cannes 2018. – ©Eleonora Strano

Watch out!

• If your selection is too homogenous,
competition between the projects
at a very early stage may harm the programme.
• An engagement letter fosters commitment and ensures the start-ups will
share success stories, thereby supporting your matchmaking and learning
curve.

Stage 2: Matching
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Timing:

At least 6 weeks before the
event

At this stage, three elements of the match are crucial:
An in-depth analysis of the start-ups, the outreach to
possible investors, and thorough coaching in preparation
of the meetings.
Analysis

• Together with the start-ups/creatives,
identify needs, goals and vision.
Who would be the perfect match? Find
a typical working document here.
• Meet face to face with the start-ups/
creatives to establish a personal connection and trust.
• Ask for concrete needs (distribution,
production, investments, etc.) and determine jointly ideal partners.

Outreach

• Use your own network, online databases
(like Cinando or event databases) and
desk research to find potential partners.
• Do in-depth research on what your
matches might need and what they are
looking for. This way you establish crucial
links for matches.
• Share the list of potential matches with
the start-ups/creatives early on so they
can add their comments.

Coaching

• Make sure the start-ups/creatives are
well informed about the matches
they are about to meet as well as the
time available per meeting.
• Share all available data with the startups/creatives.
• Support the start-ups/creatives to build
an impressive pitch.
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Watch out!

• Make sure your communication is
precise and clear – and that there is a
shared understanding about possible
outcomes.
• You’ll need a lot of perseverance. Some
investors are hard to reach or convince.
Aim as high as possible and don’t give
up easily!
• Listen, comment, frame and help the
start-ups/creatives highlight their key
messages.
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Stage 3: Making
Timing:

On site!

You are the host of the matchmaking meetings. As such,
you not only should ensure everything is ready, welcome and
introduce both parties, you should also:

• Make sure you have a quiet and orderly
meeting space that guarantees privacy
and comfort.
• Prepare the introduction and make sure
both parties are familiar with their visà-vis.
• Establish a personal connection among
the meeting parties.
• Allow for a 30 minute meeting to establish substantial conversation.

Watch out!

• An informal get together or dinner
after the meeting can help to foster the
exchange in a more relaxed setting.

Engagement Migros – “Match-Making-Modul” at
Ludicious Zurich Game Festival 2018. – ©Viktor Vogt
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Stage 4: Match-Made
Timing:

After the event!

After the matchmaking, it’s time to take stock: How did the
meetings go? To find out, gather feedback:

• Ask the start-up/creatives which meetings they think might yield a positive
outcome.
• Ask the matches whether their meetings
revealed anything new and worth following up on.
• Reach out regularly to the start-up/creatives to catch up on news.
• Support them with follow-up strategies.

Engagement Migros – “Match-Making-Modul” at Geneva
Digital Market, Geneva International Film Festival 2017
– ©Jean-Luc Andrianasolo

Success Stories
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This Cookbook was used by Engagement Migros’
“Match-Making Module”, carried out by crstl GmbH and
applied at prestigious events such as in Festival de Cannes,
South by South West (SXSW), Geneva International Film
Festival (GIFF), and many more. The following prominent
cases speak for its successful use:

Meeting at Beyond Cinema during
Festival de Cannes 2016
Birdly by Somniacs sold a bird to
mk2 VR
• signed late 2016
Somniacs sold a Birdly, an engine
that allows the user to fly with VR and
robotic technology, to mk2 VR, the first
permanent space dedicated to virtual
reality in France.

Distribution of apelab games “Break a
Leg” and “Sequenced” by Orange
• signed late 2016
apelab distributed their games “Break a
Leg” and “Sequenced” on Orange VR app,
one of the largest French telecommunication companies.

Meeting at Ludicious Zurich Game
Festival 2016
Distribution of Everdreamsoft game
“Spells of Genesis” by All 4 Games
(Channel 4)
• signed mid 2016
Thanks to All 4 Games, Channel 4’s game
publishing arm, EverdreamSoft could
launch their blockchain-based mobile card
game “Spell of Genesis”.

©somniacs

Birdly from Somniacs distribution
contract mk2 VR
• signed December 2017
Somniacs also signed a distribution
deal with mk2 VR, the VR department
of mk2, the international film production, distribution and sales company.
mk2 is now the main distribution
partner selling Birdly in many European
countries.

Meeting at Beyond Cinema during
Festival de Cannes 2017
Showcase of VoidLab’s VR piece “Ximoan”
at Festival Nouveau Cinema 2017
• signed summer 2017
“Ximoan”, a VR-Astec experience produced
by VoidLab was presented at Festival
Nouveau Cinéma in Montréal, one of the
most important festival in Canada presenting Immersive projects.
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Meeting at the Geneva International Film Martin Hertig work was showcased
Festival – Geneva Digital Market 2017 at Sheﬃeld Festival 2018 and to Sheﬃeld
Alternate Realities’ national and interBenjamin Muzzin showcased his work
national tour
at SAT in Montréal
• signed April 2018
• signed January 2018
The digital artist, Martin Herting, presenBenjamin Muzzin presented one of his
ted his piece “Sensible Data” and “Mixed
full dome pieces, “Les Lendemains
Emotions” at Sheﬃeld Festival, one of
D’hier”, at the pioneer location for imthe most important festivals in UK presenmersive technologies, the SAT.
ting immersive projects. The Alternate
Realities’ Tour brought Martin Hertig work
Benjamin Muzzin was presented during to Centre Phi Montréal and UK’s National
the conference “Into Worlds” organized
Science and Media Museum in Bradford.
by Berliner Festspiele Immersive
• signed February 2018
The media artist, Benjamin Muzzin
presented his fulldome work, “Les Lendemains D’hier”, during the Berliner
Festspiele Immersive’s conference which
explored several areas of immersive arts
like physical techniques and spiritual
mental practices.
Vidéo-Clip from Kairos Studio
premiered on NOWNESS
• signed February 2018
Kairos Studio had the opportunity to
premier a video clip directed and
produced for the Swiss band All XS
“Soft as Ice” presenting Not Vital art
pieces, on the leading art and culture
platform NOWNESS.

©Kairos Studio

©Martin Hertig

Martin Hertig showcased his work at
Ars Electronica 2018
• signed June 2018
The digital artist, Martin Herting, presented
his piece “Sensible Data” at the Ars Electronica in Linz – pioneer festival in Europe
to explore digital art and media culture.
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About Engagement Migros
The Engagement Migros development
fund supports pioneering projects,
tackling the challenges of social change.
They break new ground and test futureoriented solutions. Engagement Migros is
made possible by the companies of
the Migros Group through an annual grant
of approximately CHF 10 million. It has
been supplementing the Migros Culture
Percentage since 2012.

About Pro Helvetia
The Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia
promotes Swiss arts and culture with a
focus on diversity. It supports projects
of national interest at home and abroad.
Pro Helvetia’s activities are to promote
artistic creation, cultural exchange in
Switzerland and international cultural
exchange, to support innovative projects
that provide new cultural stimulus,
to support emerging artists and cultural
outreach.

